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Abstract
Sorcha laundry is an MSME in Bandung City that was established in 2021. Sorcha laundry is determined to become a laundry retail that serves all types of customer laundry, ranging from kilo items, premium units, bed covers, linens, baby strollers, shoes, bags, to carpet washing services. The problem faced by Sorcha laundry is that it wants to develop its business by opening many branches in Indonesia, does not understand the importance of branding, does not have good financial literacy, is less adaptive to digitalization, bookkeeping is still manual, does not have a standard system so it is difficult to develop its business. Then the solution to solve the problem is: 1) Build branding with a good build design outlet, Co Branding with Key Opinion Leader/ influencer. 2) Financial literacy training and applying cashless payment / Quick Response Code Indonesian Standard (QRIS). 3) Training on digitizing and applying online orders through ads on Instagram and Google ads. 4) Accounting training and using Point Of Sales (POS) System. 5) Create Standard Operational Procedure (SOP) & create Command Center to monitor stores remotely using CCTV IP Address technology that can be monitored realtime.
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INTRODUCTION

Based on the Asia Pacific Entrepreneurship 2021 survey, 72% of young people currently prefer to become entrepreneurs. The large number of young people who want to become entrepreneurs is in line with the increasing number of MSMEs in Indonesia which also continues to grow. Based on data from the Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs, the number of MSMEs in Indonesia in 2021 will reach 64.2 million. The large number of MSME players makes this business sector an important part of the economy in Indonesia. Previously, MSMEs were regulated in Law No. 20 of 2008, then later regulated in PP No. 7 of 2021 concerning Ease, Protection and Empowerment of Cooperatives and Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises or what is often called PP UMKM. Based on the 2021 UMKM PP, MSMEs are divided into 3, namely micro, small and medium enterprises. According to Emik Suryani (2017), MSMEs' understanding of accounting in tax calculations is still considered low, and compliance with
taxation is still considered low. The number of MSMEs in Indonesia continues to increase and develop. The Minister of Cooperatives and SMEs said that as many as 19 million MSMEs in Indonesia have entered the digital ecosystem by May 2022. This means that more and more MSMEs can take advantage of digital technology to support their business. According to Jaenal Effendi (2017), low use of technology, finance and low business marketing are experienced by all MSMEs in Indonesia.

Sorcha laundry is an MSME in the city of Bandung which was founded in 2021 during the Covid 19 pandemic. Sorcha Laundry is determined to become a laundry retail that serves all types of customer laundry, starting from kilo items, premium units, bed covers, linens, baby strollers, shoes, bags, to carpet washing services. Sorcha laundry wants to develop the business to be bigger and open many laundry business branches (scale up). The problems faced are:

1. Don't understand the importance of branding
2. Not having financial literacy
3. Less adaptive to digitalization
4. Bookkeeping is still manual
5. It doesn't have a standard system, so it can't develop its business

**Problem Solution**

Based on an initial study of the problems faced by partners and based on the methods we use in this proposal, we are trying to provide solutions that are possible to implement. The solution we offer is by providing training and assistance as follows:

1. Don't understand the importance of branding => Build a good Design Outlet, Co Branding with KOL (Key Opinion Leader) / influencer.
2. Not having financial literacy => Financial training and applying cashless payments / QRIS.
3. Less adaptive to digitalization => Order Online => Instagram and Google ads.
4. Bookkeeping is still manual => using a POS System.
5. Doesn't have a standard system, so you can't develop your business => Create Standard Operational Procedure & CCTV monitoring.

**IMPLEMENTATION METHOD**

The implementation method is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGES</th>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>P.I.C</th>
<th>RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early stage</td>
<td>1. Hold discussions between Sorcha Laundry and the team to find out more about the obstacles and constraints in developing the laundry business.</td>
<td>Bimbim, Maghriby, SE., Ak., M.Ak., CA., BKP., CPA</td>
<td>Understanding the similarities in perception from the parties involved, in this case Sorcha Laundry and the team.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. The team provides understanding beginning regarding financial literacy & digitalization.

Dani Ramdani, SE, M.Ak., BKP., CGRM., CNPS., CNST., CGAM

Nirwan, SM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Stage</th>
<th>3. Financial literacy training</th>
<th>Dani Ramdani, SE, Practical Module</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M.Ak., BKP., CGRM., CNPS., CNST., CGAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Digitalization training

Nirwan, SM

5. Internal control system training

Bimbim Maghriby, SE, Ak., M.Ak., CA., BKP., CPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Stage</th>
<th>6. Monitoring and Evaluation</th>
<th>Tim and Sorcha Assistance until you are able independently take action deal with all the problems there is.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Source: data processed in 2023

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the initial stage of implementing community service activities, a discussion was held between the Sorcha laundry and the service team to better understand the obstacles and obstacles in developing the Sorcha laundry business (scale up) so that there was a common perception between the Sorcha laundry and the service team. And the result of the initial discussion was that Sorcha Laundry wanted to develop the business to be bigger and open many branches of the laundry business (scale up). After the initial discussion, there was a similarity in perception between Sorcha Laundry and the service team.

In the implementation stage, service activities are carried out for 6 months by providing training and assistance regarding digitalization, financial literacy and building an internal control system. To develop a laundry business, branding is needed so that it is known to the public. So you need to do strong branding both offline and online. On the offline side, branding is done by creating a standardized Sorha laundry outlet, namely a good outlet design with 3 pillars, namely clean, bright and cool. Clean means that the laundry area must always be clean, not dusty and there is no rubbish scattered around the outlet. We implement it by making SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) for employees before starting work to carry out general
cleaning first. Because Sorcha laundry offers clothes washing services, where clothes are the items closest to the human body. This means that if the laundry place is dirty, customers will have the perception that their clothes are being washed in a dirty place, and may be reluctant to use the services at the laundry because the place is dirty. Bright means that the laundry area must be clearly visible, not dimly lit to promote a clean concept. Therefore, outlets use interiors with lots of lights to make them look bright. To save electricity usage, use Energy Saving LED lights. Cold means that the laundry area is not hot, because as we know, in the laundry there are several tools that can produce heat, such as steam irons, boilers and dryers. To mitigate against heat, We make a neat installation by installing lots of exhaust and fans so that customers and employees don't feel too hot. We even divided two areas at the outlet into a cashier area and a production area, where the cashier area does not have a steam iron or dryer, so that customers when in the cashier area do not feel too hot. According to Gendut Sukarno (2020) and Devi Krisnawati (2018), in business competition strong relationships with customers are needed as part of marketing to give competitors an edge. To strengthen offline branding, Sorcha Laundry puts up a billboard or shop name board that is large and bright enough, so that people passing by the area can notice that there is Sorcha Laundry in that area, and the shop sign (Billboard) that we use can be claimed to be one of the biggest and different compared to other laundries.

Apart from that, Sorcha laundry uses packaging that can be carried directly, so customers don't need to bring additional plastic bags, because the packaging designed can be carried directly, and to provide exclusivity, the packaging is branded by Sorcha laundry itself. According to Donald Crestofel Lantu (2016), regular and systematic governance and service capabilities determine the business processes of MSME entrepreneurs. the packaging is branded by Sorcha laundry itself. According to Donald Crestofel Lantu (2016), regular and systematic governance and service capabilities determine the business processes of MSME entrepreneurs. the packaging is branded by Sorcha laundry itself. According to Donald Crestofel Lantu (2016), regular and systematic governance and service capabilities determine the business processes of MSME entrepreneurs. the packaging is branded by Sorcha laundry itself. According to Donald Crestofel Lantu (2016), regular and systematic governance and service capabilities determine the business processes of MSME entrepreneurs.

After doing branding, both offline and online, the second stage that is carried out so that the business can develop is to integrate electronic payments. Payment integration is key in a cashless society culture. We are fully aware that people's behavior regarding payment transactions is very different from 10 years ago, where people used non-cash transactions for their daily transactions. Almost all merchants, from street vendors to modern retailers, provide non-cash payment options. In order not to lose this momentum, Sorcha laundry provides various non-cash payment options ranging from E-Wallet payments (QRIS), Virtual Accounts, to payment options using cards (Debit/Credit Card). To realize the non-cash payment program at Sorcha Laundry, we are collaborating with PT. Cashlez World Wide Indonesia Tbk. According to Budi Iskandar (2017), an adequate system is needed, provided that the entity has good financial accountability so that the business can develop more quickly. At Sorcha laundry, customers get a receipt that comes out of the printer, not using a handwritten manual like most existing laundries. We use POS System Application technology where all transactions are input in the application. Apart from making it easier for employees to create receipts, this system also helps management in recapping sales in real time and online, because it is integrated with the owner's dashboard.

There are many benefits that can be felt after implementing a non-cash payment program,
including 1.) Reducing cashier errors in giving change; 2.) Makes it easier for the owner to recap incoming transactions because there is a report in the form of a dashboard; 3.) Reducing money circulating in outlets that has the potential for criminal acts to arise, whether it is fraud from employees or theft from other parties. We see in reality in the field that during Covid there has been a change in customer shopping habits, be it products or services. Due to circumstances that make it impossible to leave the house, we are all required to shop online. Therefore, we see the online shopping trend, the traffic has increased greatly during the pandemic until now. Therefore, Sorcha laundry uses Google Ads, Instagram and website to be able to reach online customers and provide laundry pick-up and drop-off facilities. In implementing digitalization, Sorcha laundry uses IoT (Internet of Things) technology in its business operations, for example the timer technology for neon box lighting which is scheduled and can be controlled remotely. So to turn on the neonbox, we use a tool called SmartPlug where the neonbox will turn on according to a specified schedule, namely at 17.30 and turn off at 21.00. This can reduce human error by employees forgetting to turn on the neon box or even turning off the neon box, and what Sorcha Laundry notices most is that electricity consumption is reduced, because there are no neon boxes that turn on outside of the predetermined schedule. Sorcha laundry uses IoT (Internet of Things) technology in its business operations, for example the timer technology for neon box lighting which is scheduled and can be controlled remotely. So to turn on the neonbox, we use a tool called SmartPlug where the neonbox will turn on according to a specified schedule, namely at 17.30 and turn off at 21.00. This can reduce human error by employees forgetting to turn on the neon box or even turning off the neon box, and what Sorcha Laundry notices most is that electricity consumption is reduced, because there are no neon boxes that turn on outside of the predetermined schedule. Sorcha laundry uses IoT (Internet of Things) technology in its business operations, for example the timer technology for neon box lighting which is scheduled and can be controlled remotely. So to turn on the neonbox, we use a tool called SmartPlug where the neonbox will turn on according to a specified schedule, namely at 17.30 and turn off at 21.00. This can reduce human error by employees forgetting to turn on the neon box or even turning off the neon box, and what Sorcha Laundry notices most is that electricity consumption is reduced, because there are no neon boxes that turn on outside of the predetermined schedule.

SOP and All System Integration ➔ We collect integration of payments, reports and other aspects into a standard SOP that can be duplicated in future outlets. This means that the probability of success in the next branch is higher, because you just have to follow the guidelines that we have created. So Sorcha Laundry has standardization in opening the next branch, starting from installation, IT solutions to recruiting workers. We created a Command
Center to monitor shops remotely using CCTV IP address technology which can be monitored in real time.

Figure 1. Group photo after training

Figure 2. The Service Team explains the material during training
Figure 3. Games in training

Figure 4. Standard Sorcha Laundry Outlet
Figure 5. Digital Marketing Sorcha laundry

Figure 6. Pricelist and Terms and Conditions
CONCLUSION

To develop a business (scale up), it is necessary to innovate products, build branding, have good financial literacy, adapt to digitalization, and build an internal control system by creating SOPs & carrying out monitoring. After Sorcha laundry implemented this, significant changes occurred, namely an increase in sales turnover and the opening of a new Sorcha laundry business branch.
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